Weed Mapping Based on Integrated Remote Sensing Methods
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ABSTRACT

It is well known that weeds compete with the cultivated plant for the nutrient and water, thus weed coverage could a great influence on the profitability of production. Accordingly, to define the distribution of weed patches is a very important task in precision agriculture. Some traditional and modern methods are available to scout weeds. To survey weed coverage on larger fields by traditional methods is often time consuming. Remote sensing instruments are effective tools to detect weeds in larger area and it is relatively cheaper than traditional way. Two new different techniques of the remote sensing technologies become known: the airborne laser scanning (ALS) and the hyperspectral imaging. From the hyperspectral data, vegetation indices can be calculated, which can help to segment weeds form the soil. In this paper, the writers present a method, where the airborne LIDAR and hyperspectral technique were integrated into a common geoinformatics environment. The test site was a one hectare arable field. Different surface coverage categories were defined by the hyperspectral image. Based on these classes, an n-dimensional classification algorithms were used to define the combination of weed coverage and the extent of biomass. Based on the laser scanning data set a 3D surface was created with runoff conditions. Determination of weed coverage is very important, while it could provide basic information for managing to pass the herbicides out in precision agriculture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Growing weeds have some harmful effects in an arable land, which influence the suitable development of cultivated plants. One of the most common competitions is for available growth factors, such as water, nutrient, light, etc. (Lipecki, 2006). Weeds could cause various diseases (Meziere et al., 2013) in an agricultural field or a horticultural plantation and could cause significant yield mass and quality losses (van Heemst, 1985).

Distribution of weeds could be excessively heterogeneous (Nagy, 2004). The spatial distribution of weeds is important to apply appropriate site-specific weed management. Traditional
techniques for weed detection are time-consuming, difficult and not so effective (Wiles et al., 1993). Farmers used practically homogenous pesticide application to decrease the amount of weeds on a field by conventional weed control techniques (Clay and Johnson 1999; Nagy, 2004), but there are some weed detection techniques to develop variable rate application (Wells and Dollarhide 1998; Dammer and Wartenberg 2007; Mohammadzamani and Rashidi 2009).

Nowadays, some effective and quick methods are available to identify weed coverage on an agricultural field in real time. Active and passive remote sensing methods can acquire information about larger areas at the Earth’s surface without being in direct physical contact with the object or area. The basis of remote sensing is incoming electromagnetic radiation (EI) to the object. When the radiation incident upon the object’s surface, it is reflected (ER) by that surface, transmitted (ET) into the surface or absorbed (EA) by the surface. Thus, it could be established that the reflection, absorption and transmission are equal to the total incoming radiation on a given wavelength (Aggarwal, 2004). Most remote sensing systems are designed to collect reflected radiation (Short, 2011). Remote sensing is an effective tool for monitoring biomass production (Curran, 1981; Kale et al., 2002) and detect weeds (Medlin et al., 2000). Certain reflectance values in the electromagnetic radiation are useful to create vegetation indices, which correlate well with the changes in biomass (Silleos et al., 2006). Plants reflect the visible (VIS) band in a small compass, but in the near infrared (NIR) band, the reflectance increases depend on the chlorophyll content of leaves and changes proportionally to produced biomass (Tucker, 1979). Using the reflection of the RED (630-690 nm) and the NIR bands (760-900 nm), a plant’s green mass may be determined by the following equation:

\[
NDVI = \frac{NIR - RED}{NIR + RED}
\]

Based on the number of spectral bands, multi and hyperspectral technologies were spread, which provides analyzing of the surface. Hyperspectral remote sensors collect image data simultaneously in dozens or hundreds of narrow, adjacent spectral bands (Smith, 2006). Thus, hyperspectral surveys could provide relatively more information that multispectral imaging (Tupin et al., 2014). Hyperspectral imagery is an effective tool to detect weed patches and species, which is shown by some researches. Yang and Everitt (2010) executed three case studies on the use of hyperspectral remote sensing for mapping invasive plant species.

Laser scanning is a new active remote sensing technology, which is useful to get spatial 3D information about the surface. In the case of LiDAR systems (Light Detection and Ranging), a laser light sweeps the object or the earth’s surface (Vosselman and Hans-Gerd 2010). Based on the reflected part of laser beam, laser scanners analyze the real-world or object environment to collect data on its shape and spatial expansion. The advantage of laser scanning is the fact that it can record huge numbers of points with high accuracy in a relatively short period of time (Lerma García et al. 2008). Results of surveying a high resolution so-called point cloud. Static and dynamic laser scanners are available to acquire information about the surface. Mobile laser scanners could collect information quicker and from relatively larger area, than terrestrial laser scanners. High laser point density provides to create high resolution DEM/DSM, so it could be mapping the surface roughness with the objects (trees, power lines, buildings, etc.) up to cm accuracy by appropriate post processing software (Means et al., 1999; Clode and Rottensteiner 2005; Forlani et al., 2006). Most laser scanners can record multiple reflection (echo) of the laser pulse (Wehr and Lohr 1999). These scanners have full waveform analysis and echo digitization

processing systems (Wagner et al., 2006). Based on the travel time of the reflected laser beam the echo digitization system analyze the form of the echo, thus ground and canopy levels could be separated from each other (Ullrich and Pfennigbauer 2011). Waveform analysis systems provide to record multiple echoes (Wagner et al., 2008) (Figure 1).

Divergence of the emitted laser beam from the aerial vehicle is depend on the flight altitude and the wavelength of laser. Typical laser beam divergences vary between 0.3 and 2.7 mrad (Wehr, 2008). This means that spot diameters on ground between 21 cm and 189 cm are realized for a flying altitude of 700 m. Mapping weeds by ALS is less studied, but there are researches, which combines laser scanning with hyperspectral images (Asner et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2010). In our study we elaborate the hyperspectral image classification, thus weed patches could be detected. Beside weed detection, high resolution ALS data provide to create DTM and establish surface runoff conditions on an arable land.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

In order to acquire spectral and LiDAR data, hyperspectral and laser scanning surveys were carried out within the frame of the ChangeHabitats 2 project. The flight areas were hilly areas around the city of Sopron (western part of Hungary). Our study area was a one hectare agricultural field, where weed coverage and terrain analysis were carried out.

2.1 Hyperspectral imaging

The hyperspectral data was acquired by AISA DUAL hyperspectral imaging system (Table 1). One of the most important parts of the hyperspectral sensors are the spectrographs, which dissolve the electric waves arrived through the optical rift with the help of prisms and optical screen. The hyperspectral sensor consists of one optic, one spectrograph and one digital cam. The two sensors are assemble in a house, therefore it is known ASIA DUAL system. The two cams can perceive in the visible wavelength, near infrared range and short wave infrared range.

AISA DUAL camera system has a so-called push-broom hyperspectral imagery sensor with fibre optic radiation meters (FODIS), which collect information about the incoming light. Thus, certain aerial corrections could be elaborated. The integrated GPS/INS sensor serves the positions (X, Y, Z) and momentary situation (pith, roll, yaw) of the airplane. In order to elaborate the radiometric and geometric correction, the collected hyperspectral data were processed in CaliGeo software package, under ENVI software environment.

Table 1. Technical information of ASIA DUAL hyperspectral system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VNIR sensor (Eagle)</th>
<th>SWIR sensor (Hawk)</th>
<th>AISA DUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spectral range</td>
<td>400-970 nm</td>
<td>970-2450 nm</td>
<td>400-2450 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral resolution</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral sampling/px</td>
<td>2.3 nm</td>
<td>5.8 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral binning options</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial pixels</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore optics</td>
<td>18.04 mm</td>
<td>18.04 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>37.7 degrees</td>
<td>24 degrees</td>
<td>24 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFOV</td>
<td>0.037 degrees</td>
<td>0.075 degrees</td>
<td>0.075 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image rate</td>
<td>Up to 100 img/s</td>
<td>Up to 100 img/s</td>
<td>Up to 100 img/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Image processing was carried out in ENVI 5.0 and GlobalMapper 15.0 software environments.

2.2 Airborne LiDAR data acquisition

In order to collect spatial information about surface and objects (trees, buildings, etc.) 3D LiDAR survey was carried out. The laser scanner was a RIEGL LMS-Q680i full waveform laser scanner, which have echo digitization. Laser pulse repetition rate of the scanner is 400 kHz. The surveyed area was approximately 90 km², which created by 22 flight stripes. The produced point cloud contained more than 530 million of points. The average point density of the surveyed is 9.83 pts/m². Due to the echo digitization, 7 return pulses (first, second, last, single, first-of-many, second-of-many, third-of-many, last-of-many returns) and 4 LiDAR point classes (unclassified, ground, medium vegetation, high vegetation) were identified. Raw point cloud of the LiDAR survey was processed in GlobalMapper 15.0, ENVI LiDAR 3.2 and Surfer 11 software.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to process the hyperspectral image, Vegetation Delineation tool was used in ENVI 5.0. The test site was robust classification by this operation, while this tool identified the presence of vegetation and visualized the vigor levels of it. The tool categorized the area into 4 classes (no vegetation, sparse, moderate and dense vegetation) (Figure 2).
Vegetation Delineation could not consider the effect of mixing pixels, but other sophisticated methods are useful to segregate noise in the data. We used a special processing workflow to elaborate hyperspectral pixel unmixing. Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) Transformation is used to determine the inherent dimensionality of image data (Boardman and Kruse, 1994). MNF is a linear transformation, which chooses the unsuitable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and examine the eigenvalues. Higher data variance were indicated in the transformed band by larger eigenvalues and it may help indicate data dimensionality. The dimension of the data can indicate the number of intrinsic endmembers, which contained in the data set. From limited bands, Pixel Purity Index (PPI) reduced the number of pixels to analyze for determining endmembers. Based on the given endmembers, the investigated area was classified by the Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) (Figure 3).
Relief properties of the investigated area were examined by the high resolution airborne laser scanning system (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Surrounding area of the test site with relief and runoff conditions](image)

Based on the ground points of the LiDAR survey, a DEM was created. The height difference of the test site is ca. 8.5 m, with Northwest surface runoff. Due to the relative smaller height of weeds, the automatically classification of those was not possible, but the higher objects (trees and buildings) could have been separated from each other (Figure 5). In order to distinguish weed species from the soil and each other, a higher resolution terrestrial LiDAR technology could provide more effective opportunities. Terrestrial laser scanners could be effective tool to determine not only the spatial distribution of weeds, but also structural properties of weeds.
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